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Design for Collaborative Cities Conference 
 
Pre-Cumulus Conference Organized by College of Design and Innovation Tongji University and 
DESIS Network 
 
28-29 October 2018      Shanghai, Tongji University  
 
 
(A) Presentation 
 
What can design do for social cohesion? What can it do for urban commons? How can it 
trigger and support a regenerative circular economy? How can it enrich the urban ecosystem 
with appropriate enabling infrastructure?  
Finally: how can design leverage social-innovation to orient city-making processes towards 
resilient, sustainable and collaborative cities? 
 
The Design for Collaborative Cities Conference (DxCC Conference) deals with these 
questions by presenting several meaningful examples worldwide. It goes on to highlight the 
role of design within them, meaning the design-driven initiatives that characterize them, the 
design culture that orients them and the specific design tools that have been used.  
 
The Conference is one step in the roadmap of the DESIS Thematic Cluster on Collaborative 
Cities: an articulated design research program self-organised by DESIS Network, involving 
several design schools worldwide and dealing with the issue of design and social innovation 
in city-making processes. 
The conference is conceived as a set of conversations on the research threads that have 
emerged so far, and on the related design initiatives, culture and tools.  
 
 
 
(B) Contents organization  
 
The DxCC Conference is built on the first results of DESIS Network activities at the crossroad 
of social innovation, design and city making processes, with a focus on Design for 
Collaborative cities. From these experiences, 4+1 threads of research emerged (4 thematic 
threads and 1 methodological one, transversal to the others).  
 
These core threads of discussion are framed by 4 introductory keynote speeches that will 
offer a wide framework of concept deriving from experiences in the field of environmental and 
social sustainability. 
 
 
Keynote speeches  
 
1. Regenerative cities. The environmental burden of cities is high and increasing, at the 
same time they are becoming increasingly fragile. But cities are also the places where we can 
find the highest density of social, cultural and economic resources. Therefore they are the 
places where new models of regenerative economy (meaning an economy capable of 
enriching urban ecosystems) can be started and hopefully thrive in the framework of a 
regenerative socio-technical innovation.  
The presentation illustrates these ideas with examples. It also gives some general guidelines 
to be adopted to move towards a “regenerative city”. 
  
 
2. Socially innovative city. Ten years of experience in social innovation tell us that the 
majority of social innovations worldwide start and spread in cities. Even though they are 
strongly site-specific (and therefore very diverse) some common characteristics can be 
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recognized. One of them, particularly evident when they are successful and last over time, is 
an original form of governance capable of guaranteeing their autonomy, while orienting them 
in such a way as to maintain their original social value when they move towards more mature 
forms.  
The presentation illustrates these ideas with examples. It also gives some general guidelines 
to be adopted to move towards a “socially innovative city”  
 
  
3. Creative cities. The lessons learnt from social innovation in cities tell us that each initiative 
requires reframing its context. This means looking at the sociotechnical system of which it is a 
part and reshaping the network of involved actors. In short: in all these cases, a creative 
approach is required not only at the beginning, to imagine new solutions, but also during the 
whole innovation trajectory, step by step defining new objectives and new designing 
coalitions.  
The presentation illustrates these ideas with examples. It also gives some general guidelines 
to be adopted to move towards a “creative city”. 
 
 
4. Collaborative Cities. Social innovation in cities tells us that the on-going mainstream trend 
toward commodifying cities can be counteracted with collaborative city-making processes, or 
in other words, with projects aiming at reweaving people with people and people and places, 
thus creating new forms of community and urban commons. In short: cultivating people’s will 
and ability to collaborate seems to be the main way to implement the scenario of a resilient 
and sustainable city. 
The presentation illustrates these ideas with examples. It also gives some general guidelines 
to be adopted to move towards a “collaborative city”. 
 
 
Research threads  
 
 
1 Design for social cohesion 
Connecting people and generating public spaces 
 
How can design help in connecting people who are both different and unknown to each 
other? In other words, how can it co-produce the cosmopolitan fabric of a fluid society? 
 
How can extreme individualism be counteracted and the huge diversities found in 
contemporary urban spaces bridged? How can public spaces be generated where this can 
happen? 
 
Kind of project: projects capable of building social links between different citizens (migrants 
and tourists included). Bridging, social differences, they overcome preconceptions and break 
communication bubbles.  Being staged in public spaces, they help to bring them to life.  
 
 
2 Design for regenerating commons 
Building place-related and place-caring communities  
 
How can design collaborate in creating unprecedented place-related social forms? In other 
words: how can it collaborate in building new forms of communities-of-place? 
 
How can existing spaces be used and reused to generate new urban commons? How can 
places be connected with highly individualized and mobile people? 
 
Kind of project: Projects linking physical spaces to networks of people willing and able to take 
care of them. Doing so, they collaborate in generating, or regenerating, urban commons 
(meaning relational goods that improve the quality of life, being produced and enjoyed in 
common).  
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3 Design for urban production 
Enhancing distributed manufacturing and circular economy in the city  
 
How can design enhance and connect urban production activities, in a regenerative circular 
economy perspective? In other words: how can it support socio-technical ecosystems in 
which sustainable urban production can thrive? 
 
How can Fab Labs, digital and traditional craftsmanship, small industries, research centres, 
repair-reuse shops and informal worker networks be integrated in the larger scenario of “new 
urban manufacturing”? How can unprecedented value production constellations be created 
inside and around the city? 
 
Kind of project: Projects that support and connect a variety of production activities. They 
enrich the urban ecosystems bringing production (and therefore jobs and the related social 
capital) to the city. 
 
 
4 Design for urban infrastructure 
Improving the enabling ecosystem with a hybrid collaborative platform  
 
How can design improve material and immaterial enabling ecosystems? In other words, how 
can it collaborate in an unprecedented infrastructuring process? 
 
How can the existing enabling ecosystems be enhanced with new hybrid (physical and digital) 
collaborative platforms? How can some basic social, environmental and democratic values be 
embedded in these platforms?   
 
Kind of project: Projects creating conditions thanks to which different collaborative initiatives 
can emerge and thrive. Their results (such as knowledge, products, places, and digital 
platforms) are to be considered as components of a new material and immaterial 
infrastructure.  
 
 
5 Design, and design schools, as agents of change 
Experimenting specific design tools and strategies to impact on city-making processes  
 
Given a successful city-making process, what is the specific role of design experts? Which 
design initiatives do they drive? Which practical and cultural tools do they use?  
How can design schools (meaning teachers and students, but also  the school-related 
physical assets) become effective agents of change in the urban contexts where they are 
situated? 
 
Kind of project: Projects developing design tools and strategies to impact on city-making 
processes. Projects enhancing strategies thanks to which design schools become direct 
agents of change in their urban contexts.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Programme 
 
28th October  
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13:30 Opening Lou Yongqi & Ezio Manzini 
 
14:00  4 Keynote speeches: 

• Regenerative city. John Tackara (Door of Perception) 
• Socially innovative city. Louise Pulford (Executive Director of 

SIX(socialinnovationexchange). SIX-London) 
• Creative city. Gabriella Montes-Gomez (Director of City Lab-Mexico City) 
• Collaborative city. Francois Jegou (Director of SDS (Strategic Design Scenarios ) / 

design consultant, Brussels) 
 
15:20  Round table with the 4 key note speakers + open questions 
 
15:45  Break 
 
16.00 Design research topics: presentations and examples: 

• Design for social cohesion. Adam Thorpe, Central Saint Martins College of Arts and 
Design - London  

• Design for commons regeneration. Davide Fassi, Director of Polimi DESIS Lab- Milan  
• Design for urban production. Ni Minqing (Executive Vice Director / Coordinator，

Tongji DESIS Lab &Tiziano Cattaneo (Director of Environmental Futures lab, Tongji 
University) 

• Design for urban infrastructure. Fang Zhong. 清华大学美术学院协同创新生态设计中

心副主任 deputy director, Collaborative innovation center of Eco-Design, Aacdemy of 
Arts & Design, Tsinghua.University 

•  
17:00 Round table with the 4 presenters + open questions 
 
17:25 Design tools and strategies: presentations and examples 

• Design schools strategies/1 Lou Yongqi, Dean, College of Design and Innovation 
Tongji University  

• Design schools strategies/2. Arzu Mistry, Srishti School of Art, Design and Technology, 
Bengaluru, India 

• Design school strategies/3. Albert Fuster, Director of ELISAVA Barcelona School of 
Design and Engineering 

 
18:00  Round table with the 4 presenters + open questions 
 
18:30 End of the first day 
 
 
29th October 
 
  9.00 Welcome to the second session 
 
  9:15 Work divided in 5 groups corresponding to the 4+1 research threads 
 
10:00 Break 
 
10:10 5 groups results presentations 
 
11:00 Open discussion 
 
11.40  Conference-related initiatives 

• Cities and DESIS, Carla Cipolla (international coordinator of the DESIS Network)  
• Cities and Cumulus, Luisa Collina(Dean of the School of Design of Politecnico di 

Milano. Director of Cumulus 
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12:10 Keynote speech: Collaborative cities and public spaces, Philip Myrick, CEO, Project for 
Public Spaces, New York (TBC) 
 
12.30 Final remarks and next steps, Lou Yongqi & Ezio Manzini:  
 
13:00 The end 
 
 


